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Section 1 

1 Executive summary 
1.1 This consultation is about commercial television appeals for donations to make 

programmes or fund services. Such appeals are banned at present under section 
10.15 of the Ofcom Broadcasting Code although they are permitted on radio. Ofcom 
is seeking views on whether television appeals should be allowed in future or 
whether the ban should remain in place.  

1.2 Radio broadcasters are not currently subject to the same restrictions, although there 
are conditions attached to the way they appeal for donations. More than ten percent 
of radio listeners have chosen to access radio services via other digital platforms, 
including television. Ofcom believes it is therefore appropriate to consider whether in 
future there should be a uniform approach to regulating this form of funding which is 
applied equally across all platforms. 

1.3 Potential beneficiaries from lifting the ban in the short term include local/community 
television broadcasters, religious/ethnic cable & satellite channels based in the UK 
(those licensed abroad and broadcasting to the UK already escape the ban) and 
certain other themed channels.  

1.4 We doubt whether the sums likely to be raised through appeals would be very great 
and they would be unlikely to constitute an adequate or reliable sole source of 
income for any broadcaster. However, they could help some broadcasters to fund 
services or programmes which would otherwise not be available to viewers. 

1.5 Weighed against this is the research carried out for Ofcom indicating that viewers are 
concerned about the possible misuse of funds and exploitation of vulnerable people, 
particularly in the context of religious channels. The degree of harm which might be 
caused is greater on television than on radio where appeals are allowed.    

1.6 Ofcom has not yet formed a view on whether the advantages of lifting the current 
restrictions outweigh any potential disadvantages. In the event that, after 
consultation, the current restrictions were lifted, a number of safeguards would also 
need to be considered:  

• current conditions on radio appeals would apply to television. Namely, that the 
audience must be told the purpose of the donation, which must be accounted for 
separately and later used for its stated purpose; 

• current rules governing religious broadcasters will apply to appeals made by them. Of 
most relevance are rules which state that: 

o broadcasters must exercise the proper degree of responsibility with respect to 
the content of religious programmes; and 

o religious programmes must not improperly exploit any susceptibilities of the 
audience.  

• appeals must not create unrealistic expectations of what might be achieved by donor 
contributions; and  

• donations must not be accepted from political bodies, and must not affect editorial 
independence. 
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1.7 Additional rules could be introduced into the Ofcom Code, if necessary, to ensure 
that broadcasters behave responsibly.  Such rules are permitted under section 319 of 
the Communications Act 2003.  Broadcasters could also be encouraged to develop 
self-regulatory mechanisms. 

1.8 Ofcom is not proposing to change the rules on broadcast charity appeals which 
appear in sections 10.13 and 10.14 of the Ofcom Code. 
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Section 2 

2 Background 
2.1 Section 10.15 of the Ofcom Broadcasting Code states that television broadcasters  

“must not broadcast appeals for donations to make programmes or 
fund their services”.  

2.2 Such appeals are permitted on radio subject to the following conditions: 

that “the audience must be told the purpose of the donation and how 
much has been raised as a result of the appeal”; and 

that ”all donations must be separately accounted for and used for the 
purpose for which they were donated”. 

2.3 The ban on television appeals in the Ofcom Code does not apply to BBC services 
funded by the licence fee or grant in aid, which are regulated in this area by the BBC 
Governors in accordance with the BBC Charter and Agreement. 

2.4 The current approach is in line with that taken previously by the ITC and Radio 
Authority. The 1990 Broadcasting Act required these bodies to draw up rules on 
appeals for donations. This was repealed in the 2003 Communications Act. However, 
the 2003 Act still contains general provisions relating to protecting viewers from harm 
and offence, and more specific provisions relating to religious programmes providing 
for a proper degree of responsibility to be exercised and the improper exploitation of 
viewers’ susceptibilities to be avoided (sections 319(2)(e) and (f) and 319(6)). It is 
under these provisions that the ban on television appeals has been kept in place. 

2.5 In the process of drawing up its new Broadcasting Code in 2004 Ofcom consulted on 
the possibility of removing the current ban on television appeals. However, differing 
views were expressed and it was decided, therefore, to leave the ban in place 
pending the wider production funding review which was being planned. 

2.6 The possibility that the current ban is unnecessary or excessive is another reason for 
considering its removal. Section 3(3)(a) of the 2003 Act requires Ofcom to target its 
regulatory activities only at cases where action is needed, while under section 6(1) it 
must review its functions to ensure that its regulation does not maintain unnecessary 
burdens. 
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Section 3 

3 How much interest is there in 
broadcasting appeals? 
3.1 It is well known that some religious broadcasters are interested in appealing to their 

audiences for funds.   What is unclear is the degree of interest among religious 
broadcasters generally and whether other types of broadcasters would broadcast 
appeals if the current ban were to be lifted. 

3.2 To clarify the position soundings have been taken with a range of broadcasters, 
particularly those which on the face of it offer material distinctive enough and have 
access to audiences loyal enough for appeals to work. Based on these preliminary 
discussions, local and community broadcasters might fall into this category. Other 
factors which are likely to be important are whether a service is free–to-air rather 
than already receiving subscription income from viewers; and run on a non-profit 
making, rather than commercial, basis. The following is a summary of the results. 

Radio 

3.3 Certain religious radio stations such as Premier Christian Radio broadcast appeals.  
To assess whether there is wider interest in radio we approached ten ILR stations. 
None of these broadcast appeals currently and only one expressed interest in doing 
so. One said that it felt appeals for funds were “a bit tasteless and could affect the 
credibility of the station”. However, this generally negative response may be partly 
due to a lack of awareness of the fact that the Ofcom Code allows appeals to be 
broadcast on radio. It is possible that ILR stations have not given the matter serious 
consideration until now. 

3.4 Eleven community (or access) radio stations were contacted several of which 
reported broadcasting appeals. Some provide religious as well as community 
services. One has a monthly “Angels” appeal and broadcast a special appeal when 
an application for a council grant was rejected. Another broadcasts daily messages in 
its breakfast show telling listeners that they can find out more about the station on the 
website and make a donation if they wish. A third said that it rarely broadcasts 
appeals but will do so for a specific purpose (e.g. to replace stolen equipment). A 
fourth only appeals for funds in advertisements in order to avoid a tele-evangelist 
label but is considering appeals in programme output for specific purposes in the 
future. Other stations have either decided against broadcasting appeals because it is 
believed they would damage the stations’ image or have not yet considered them. 

Television  

3.5 The God Channel, which is available on Sky but not licensed by Ofcom because it is 
based in Spain, appeals for donations through Missions Weeks and by inviting 
viewers and businesses to become God TV Partners or Angels (depending on the 
size of contribution). Another religious channel which is licensed by Ofcom, 
Revelation TV, appeals for donations through its website and has established a 
charity, the Revelation Foundation, for this purpose. This and other religious and 
ethnic channels told us that they feel at a disadvantage to those channels which are 
licensed abroad and would welcome a more level playing field. There are around 15 
religious channels or ethnic channels with a strong religious element licensed by 
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Ofcom at present, which might consider broadcasting appeals if given the 
opportunity. 

3.6 Certain themed channels might also be interested.  We discussed the possibility with 
the Community Channel, for example, which is run by a charitable organisation, the 
Media Trust, and is free-to-air. It said that it would consider creating a membership 
group to provide a framework for appeals, emphasising a “this is your channel” 
theme. However, it also felt that care would needed to avoid turning viewers away, 
especially since the channel already broadcasts appeals on behalf of charities. 

3.7 Three Restricted Service Licensees which provide local or community services were 
approached in preparing for this consultation. All welcomed the possibility of the ban 
being lifted but were unsure that they themselves would actually broadcast appeals. 
One was concerned that they might cheapen its brand. Another, which broadcasts a 
large amount of news and information, was concerned that donations might prejudice 
its independence and increase pressure from viewers to change its service. The third 
was more positive, envisaging appeals as a possible way of paying for specific 
projects such as a move to digital but made it clear that they went against the grain of 
how the station currently operated. It should be noted that none of these 
broadcasters had considered the matter until now. With more time to reflect and 
consult their boards it is possible that they would be more enthusiastic. 

3.8 A meeting was held with the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Five, BSkyB and other cable & 
satellite broadcasters.  None of these expressed any interest in broadcasting 
appeals.  We think that in the longer term, if their income from other sources were to 
fall significantly, it is possible that some would seek to supplement this through 
appeals in order to support their public service output. This might apply, for example, 
to Channel 4, which caters for various specialist interests and is non-profit making.       

3.9 Based on the above, the current level of interest in appeals among UK broadcasters 
seems limited. This appears to be matched elsewhere in Europe. We understand that 
Norway, Sweden and Germany, for example, permit appeals but they do not occur 
very often and in Germany they tend to be on a local or regional level only. The 
situation in America is rather different. The public television (PBS) network there 
raises significant sums through appeals (see Section 4 below). However, the 
absence of a full publicly funded public service system in America undoubtedly 
contributes to this phenomenon and makes comparisons with the UK difficult. 

 

Question 
1. If you are a television broadcaster, would you be interested in broadcasting 
appeals either now or at some stage in the future if the current ban were to be 
lifted? 
If you are a radio broadcaster, do you broadcast appeals now or are you likely to in 
the future?
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Section 4 

4 What is the potential value of appeals for 
funds? 
4.1  In order to assess the potential impact of allowing appeals for funds we have 

considered how much additional funding such appeals might raise.  There are a 
number of ways of approaching this. One is to use a top-down approach in which we 
consider the revenue raised in other countries where appeals are already allowed 
and using an adjustment for differences in relative population sizes, derive an 
estimate of the amount of money in the aggregate that might be raised in the UK. An 
alternative, bottom-up, approach looks at individual channels and considers how 
much might be raised based on various assumptions about the proportion of their 
audiences that might respond and the scale of individual contributions. 

4.2 In terms of a top-down approach, Ofcom has considered data for the PBS network in 
America.  As noted above, this might not be a direct comparator for what might be 
achieved in the UK in present circumstances i.e. given a BBC funded by licence fee 
and other public service broadcasters funded by advertising. It would be wrong, 
therefore, to draw firm conclusions from the PBS figures. However, they may provide 
an indication of the “upper end” of what might be achievable in the UK in a situation 
where commercial broadcasters have the freedom to make direct appeals for funds 
to supplement their existing sources of income.    

4.3 The 2003 report on the funding of PBS (the most recent publicly available) shows 
that just over 3.9m individuals contributed on average $93.32 each (or £48∗) 
amounting to $365.7m in total (or around £185m). The number of contributors 
peaked in 1999 and, although average contributions have increased since then, the 
total amount raised has declined. The report does not give the range of contributions; 
it is possible that stations are heavily dependent on a relatively small number of 
wealthy individuals or that a large number of individuals give close to the average 
figure.  

4.4 The PBS report also shows contributions by foundations ($114.0m) and businesses 
($214.1m) in 2003. Some of these may be ongoing rather than responses to specific 
appeals. Nonetheless, adding them to the figure for individual contributions would 
give a grand total of $693.9m (or around £350m). This compares with total income in 
2003 of $1.6bn (or around £830m).  PBS’s other main source of income is 
government grants. 

4.5 Using this figure of £350m and making a simple pro rata calculation to take account 
of the difference in population would give a total contribution for the UK (including 
foundations and businesses) of around £70m per annum. However, this is likely to 
represent an upper estimate of what might be achieved in practice given the way in 
which public service television is financed in the UK. While people in the UK already 
pay for public broadcasting through the licence fee and receive public service 
material “free” from Channel 4/S4C , ITV and Five, they are unlikely to respond 

                                                           
 
 

∗ In this document we have used an exchange rate of $0.5138 to the pound. 
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positively to appeals unless something very distinctive from what is available now 
and judged to be worth having is on offer.    

4.6 In terms of a bottom-up approach, 3.9m contributors represents around 4.3% of the 
total audience for PBS in America in a typical week. Using this as a reference point, 
we have constructed a number of different scenarios as to the amounts which might 
be raised through appeals for funds using Channel 4 as an example. We have used 
the data on the average individual contributions to PBS to put an upper bound of £45 
per individual. These scenarios are illustrated in the following table: 

4.7 To put this in context, Channel 4’s income from advertising and sponsorship is 
currently in the order of £850m so this would indicate that appeals are not likely to 
provide a major source of funding. 

4.8 Furthermore, for the reasons set out above, we consider that the most likely outcome 
would be towards the bottom end of the range set out above, especially given the 
current degree of overlap between BBC2/BBC4 and Channel 4 in terms of 
programme content and the fact that viewers in the UK are unfamiliar with appeals of 
this kind. In order to raise very large sums broadcasters will need to attract both large 
numbers of donors and also donors who are willing to contribute significant amounts. 
This will not be easy.    

4.9 That said, it is possible that professional fundraisers may open up fresh 
opportunities. Lessons can be learnt from PBS in America. As well as appealing to 
viewers’ sense of altruism by emphasising their educational and community role, 
PBS stations also offer donors tangible benefits through becoming a Friend, 
Supporter or Member such as discounts on commercial services, frequent broadcast 
credits, invitations to station events, previews of programmes and access to video 
libraries. Many different donor packages are available aimed at individuals, families, 
companies and other groups, and offering different levels of benefit. Donations in 
kind are also actively sought. One station in California, for example, appeals to 
viewers to donate their used cars. 

4.10 It is possible that appeals for funds might be more attractive for specialist channels.  
BARB audience figures are not available for religious/ethnic and themed channels in 
the UK such as Revelation TV and the Community Channel. However, Ofcom’s 
working assumption is that they are probably not very large. Weighed against this is 

Figure 1: Possible amounts raised by appeals on C4 (£millions)
 
   % of C4 audience donating* 

£ 
  
1%   
  

2% 4% 

5 1.9 3.8 7.6 

25 9.5 19.0 38.0 

45 17.1 34.2 68.4 

A
m

ou
nt

 D
on

at
ed

 

       

    
* Based on weekly audience of 38 million 
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the possibility that a larger proportion of viewers may be willing to contribute or to 
contribute more because the channels offer a distinctive type of service and, 
particularly in the case of religious channels, they can draw on a degree of emotional 
engagement with viewers. For example, the God Channel’s 2004 Missions Week, 
broadcast in various parts of the world, raised just over £4m.   

4.11 Again making assumptions about the scale of individual donations and the proportion 
of an audience that might make a donation, we have considered the potential impact 
of appeals on a specialist channel. In this case we have assumed higher individual 
donations and a greater proportion of the audience donating. The following table 
indicates a range of possible outcomes for a themed channel: 

4.12 Again we do not think that the upper end of this range is a realistic outcome, although 
channels which transmit beyond the UK would be able to raise proportionately more 
than those aimed only at a UK audience. 

4.13 Local/community TV channels, because of their smaller audiences, will have less 
fundraising potential. This may be balanced in certain locations by an enthusiasm for 
supporting a non-profit making organisation which is providing an important local 
service.   One of the community radio stations we contacted said that its monthly 
appeal normally brought in approximately 30 new standing orders of between £1 and 
£10 per month, and a specific appeal raised £10,000 in three hours. We believe, 
therefore, that a reasonable estimate for the amount which might be raised by 
local/community TV would be £50,000 per annum per channel.   

4.14 Judged by the above scenarios and taking into account the current mix of funding for 
television` in the UK (i.e. licence fee, advertising, sponsorship and subscription), it 
does not appear to us that the amounts likely to be raised through appeals would be 
very significant in either the short or long term.  We also think it is very unlikely that 
any broadcasters could rely on appeals as their sole source of funds. Not only are 
the amounts small compared with total funding requirements, they are likely to 
fluctuate.  The irritation they might cause some viewers may also have a negative 
effect on other sources of income.  Nonetheless, used cautiously, appeals could be 
helpful to broadcasters and enable them to provide services or programmes which 
would otherwise not be available to viewers. We understand that religious channels, 
for example, have difficulty attracting advertisers because of the nature of their 
services and rely heavily on donations. 

Figure 2: Possible amounts raised by themed cab/sat channel (£000s)
 
    % of audience donating* 
 

£ 6% 8% 10% 

50 150 200 250 

100 300 400 500 

150 450 600 750 
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* Based on weekly audience of 50,000 
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4.15 The scenarios outlined above also indicate how much might be lost if the current ban 
is left in place and this section therefore constitutes a key element of the impact 
assessment (IA) of the various options. (See also Annex 5.) IAs provide a valuable 
way of assessing different options for regulation and showing why the preferred 
option was chosen. They form part of best practice policy-making and are commonly 
used by regulators. Generally we have to carry out IAs where our proposals would be 
likely to have a significant effect on businesses or the general public, or when there is 
a major change in Ofcom’s activities.  In carrying out the IA relating to appeals for 
funds Ofcom has had regard to such general guidance as it considers appropriate, 
including related Cabinet Office guidance in accordance with section 7 of the 
Communications Act 2003. 

4.16 Given the limited amount of money which is likely to be raised through appeals and 
the changed circumstances in which they are likely to be used, if ever, by 
mainstream broadcasters  (i.e. when their income from other sources is much 
reduced), we do not believe that lifting the ban would raise significant competition 
issues. On the other hand, lifting the ban would place religious/ethnic channels 
licensed by Ofcom on a more even footing with those licensed abroad and 
broadcasting to the UK; and television local/community services would have the 
same opportunity to broadcast appeals as those in radio.  In other words, changing 
the rules would remove elements of distortion in competition arising from the current 
ban.       

4.17  

Question 
2. Do you agree with the above assessment of the role of television appeals in 

terms of a source of funding? If not, it would be helpful to have your own 
assessment with as much supporting information as possible. 

3. Do you agree with the above assessment of the competition issues? 
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Section 5 

5 What are the risks for viewers and how 
might they be protected? 
5.1 Audience research by Ofcom at the time the new Broadcasting Code was being 

drawn up and more recently shows that viewers are concerned about various 
aspects of appeals on television. The research was qualitative rather than 
quantitative and the results should be treated with caution because of the small 
samples. Nonetheless, those asked strongly disliked the general idea of appeals*.    
We have also held meetings with religious bodies and with religious/ethnic 
broadcasters which reinforced the need for a cautious approach. The following seem 
to be the main concerns: 

• That an appeal will lack transparency and accountability in terms of its purpose and 
how any money raised is actually used;  

• That donations will  be used for personal gain; 

• That donations will be used for some purpose other than the one for which they were 
given and possibly a purpose which is harmful to society e.g. terrorism; 

• That the power of television will mean that vulnerable people who are easily open to 
persuasion (e.g. the elderly, isolated, depressed and children) will be induced to 
accept misleading and exaggerated claims, and make donations which they cannot 
afford; 

• That viewers to religious channels are especially vulnerable and therefore open to 
exploitation because of the persuasive power of charismatic presenters and viewers’ 
emotional engagement with a channel, particularly if they are suffering from sickness, 
bereavement or some other form of personal distress;  

• That viewers to general channels may be offended if they come across an appeal for 
funds to make religious programmes if the viewers belong to a different religion or no 
religion at all, or be concerned that children are exposed to such appeals. 

5.2 Some viewers accept that in the context of non-terrestrial channels subscribed to 
individually, there might be an argument for allowing appeals on the grounds that 
viewers to these channels would know what to expect but the overwhelming weight 
of opinion stresses the risks involved for viewers. 

5.3 Having said that, Ofcom has received no complaints about appeals already 
broadcast on radio. However, visual images connected with appeals on television 
could have a strong impact and such television channels as do already carry appeals 
broadcast to only a limited number of viewers at present. Given that the number of 
such channels may increase and the concerns which have been expressed, it seems 
appropriate to take steps to minimise the risks if the ban is lifted. 

5.4 As a first step Ofcom would propose applying to television the rules in section 10.16 
of the Broadcasting Code which currently apply to radio i.e. “the audience must be 
told the purpose of the donation and how much has been raised as a result of the 
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appeal”; and “all1 donations must be separately accounted for and used for the 
purpose for which they were donated”.   

5.5 Such a change would help to address the first three risks in 5.1 above. However, it 
should be noted that Ofcom relies mainly on complaints to check that the Code rules 
are being observed. Also, the ownership rules place few restrictions on who can hold 
television licences. The ban which previously applied to religious cults owning 
licences, for example, has now been removed. It may be appropriate, therefore, to 
apply further safeguards in relation to appeals.   

5.6 One model would be the approach taken to broadcast charity appeals. Under the 
Ofcom Code these can only be on behalf of organisations which have charitable 
status or for emergencies where a responsible public fund has been set up. There 
may be a case for lifting the ban on appeals for donations to make programmes or 
fund services only in respect of broadcasters which are registered charities; or 
requiring that any such appeals are supervised by a board with a majority of 
members who are independent of the broadcaster; or requiring that each broadcaster 
supplies an annual report to Ofcom giving details of the amounts raised and of how 
these have been spent. We do not ourselves favour such restrictions because we 
feel it would be unduly onerous on broadcasters and introduce a fresh layer of 
regulation (especially if they were to be applied to radio as well) but we recognise 
that others may hold a different view. 

5.7  Another way to protect viewers would be to look to licensees to establish suitable 
self-regulatory mechanisms for example by joining the Institute of Fundraising and 
adopting its Code of Conduct and Donors’ Charter. These again address the need for 
transparency and the proper use of funds. The Code also says that members will “not 
exploit any relationship with a donor for personal benefit”; will “at all times act 
honestly and in such manner that donors are not misled”; and will “not knowingly or 
recklessly disseminate false or misleading information”. The Charter promises that 
donors “will not be subjected to any form of pressure” and that gifts will be “handled 
responsibly”. These provisions would help to address the risk of vulnerable viewers 
being exploited (the fourth and fifth concerns in 5.1 above). However, even this may 
not go far enough to prevent religious channels, for example, from selling spiritual 
and personal benefits or vulnerable viewers from being exploited by extreme forms of 
tele-evangelism. (See examples, at Annex 6, of broadcast items about which Ofcom 
has received complaints in the past.) 

5.8 One way of closing the gap would be for section 10.15 of the Ofcom Code to cross-
refer to the requirement in section 4.6 that “religious programmes must not 
improperly exploit any susceptibilities of the audience” and make it clear that this 
extends to appeals on religious channels. This requirement derives from section 
319(6) of the 2003 Communications Act. This could be strengthened by requiring that 
appeals “must not create unrealistic donor expectations of what a donor’s gift will 
actually accomplish” (taken from the Seven Standards of Responsible Stewardship 
set by the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability in America). Disagreement 
may arise over what is and is not “unrealistic” but such a rule might help to prevent 
the worst excesses such as claiming that financial donations will produce a miracle 
cure to an illness. It should be noted that the Evangelical Council is a Conservative 
Christian organisation. If they feel there is the chance that there may be “unrealistic 
claims” then less profoundly religious organisations will presumably be even more 
likely to expect such protective measures.    

                                                           
 
 
* The most recent research report is available at:  http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tv/reports/future/ 
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5.9 Ideally such provisions should extend to other types of channels in addition to 
religious broadcasters. We believe that such an approach would be allowable under 
the Communications Act. Although the Act contains special obligations relating to 
religious programmes (section 319(2)(e) and 319(6)), it also provides for Ofcom to 
set standards which “appear to them best calculated to secure” standards objectives 
including “that generally accepted standards are applied to the contents of television 
and radio services so as to provide adequate protection for members of the public 
from the inclusion in such services of offensive and harmful material” (section 
319(2)(f)). We believe that this would permit Ofcom to set a rule ensuring that the 
susceptibilities of vulnerable people such as children and the elderly are not 
improperly exploited in relation to appeals for donations on any channel.     

5.10 As regards the sixth and final concern in 5.1 above, it might be possible to lift the ban 
on appeals for local, religious and other niche services but keep it for religious 
programmes on general channels. However, it is questionable whether the risk of 
offence or harm arising from such programmes is sufficiently serious to warrant a 
distinction of this kind. If the ban is to be lifted, it seems better and fairer to lift it for all 
programmes and services subject to the safeguards outlined above.   

5.11 Another risk not discussed so far is that it will be more difficult for a broadcaster to 
maintain the independence of editorial control over programme content (section 
319(4)(f) of the Communications Act) if programmes or services are funded by 
donations e.g. by special interest groups or large, powerful organisations. Such a 
concern applies also to advertising, of course, in that major advertisers can threaten 
to withdraw their advertisements if a channel adopts an editorial line which is 
unfavourable to them or to which they object. However, the risk may be greater 
where donations are specifically intended to pay directly for services or programmes. 
Funding by political bodies may also result in a perception that a channel is no longer 
independent even if no improper influence is exercised. Political bodies are not 
allowed to advertise under current rules. 

5.12 In the light of the above Ofcom would propose to introduce a rule that donations 
should not be accepted from bodies whose objects are wholly or mainly of a political 
nature, or may be directed towards any political end. Section 10.15 of the 
Broadcasting Code should also emphasise that in accepting any donations, 
broadcasters must be careful to maintain their independence in exercising editorial 
control over programme content.  

5.13 The discussion in this Section highlights the point that the existing ban is relatively 
easy to regulate whereas lifting it will involve introducing some new rules which may 
be more difficult to enforce and may add to the complexity and cost of regulation.  In 
the interests of consistency Ofcom would propose applying any new rules to both 
television and radio. 

Question 
4. What are your views on the possible safeguards to protect viewers and 
maintain editorial independence outlined above? Do you think that some or all of 
these should be applied if the ban is lifted?  Are there other safeguards which you 
would like to see? 
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Section 6 

6 Conclusion 
6.1 In the light of the information and observations in this document, Ofcom would 

welcome views on whether the ban on television appeals for donations to make 
programmes or fund services should be lifted; and if so, what safeguards should be 
put in place to protect viewers.   Section 5 of this document contains the following 
suggestions for safeguards: 

• applying to television appeals the rules which currently apply to appeals on radio, 
namely that the audience must be told the purpose of the donation and how much 
has been raised, and that donations must be separately accounted for and used for 
the purpose for which they were donated; 

• making it clear that the current requirement that religious programmes must not 
improperly exploit any susceptibilities of the audience extends to appeals on religious 
channels; 

• requiring that appeals must not create unrealistic donor expectations of what a 
donor’s gift will actually accomplish; and 

• prohibiting donations from political bodies and emphasising the need for 
broadcasters to maintain their editorial independence. 

6.2 To help us reach a decision we are also seeking information on the degree of interest 
among broadcasters in broadcasting appeals (Section 3); and on the impact which 
they might have in terms of acting as a source of funding for broadcasters in the 
short and long term (Section 4). 

6.3 Finally, it would be helpful to hear views on whether lifting the ban would raise 
significant competition issues (Section 4). 
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 Annex 1 

1 Responding to this consultation  
 How to respond 

Ofcom invites written views and comments on the issues raised in this document, to be 
made by 5pm on 15 June 2006 

Ofcom strongly prefers to receive responses using the online webform at 
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/tvappeals/howtorespond/form, as this helps us to 
process the responses quickly and efficiently. We would also be grateful if you could assist 
us by completing a response cover sheet (see Annex 3), among other things to indicate 
whether or not there are confidentiality issues. This response cover sheet is incorporated 
into the online webform questionnaire.  

Responses may alternatively be posted or faxed to the address below, marked with the title 
of the consultation.  

Julia Snape 
Floor 5 
Content & Standards  
Riverside House 
2A Southwark Bridge Road 
London SE1 9HA 
 
Fax:020 7981 3806 

Note that we do not need a hard copy in addition to an electronic version. Ofcom will 
acknowledge receipt of responses if they are submitted using the online webform but not 
otherwise.  

It would be helpful if your response could include direct answers to the questions asked in 
this document, which are listed together at Annex 4. It would also help if you can explain why 
you hold your views, and how Ofcom’s proposals would impact on you.    

 Further information  

If you have any want to discuss the issues and questions raised in this consultation, or need 
advice on the appropriate form of response, please contact Michael Johnson on 020 7981 
3870.  

 Confidentiality 

Ofcom thinks it is important for everyone interested in an issue to see the views expressed 
by consultation respondents. We will therefore usually publish all responses on our website, 
www.ofcom.org.uk, ideally on receipt (when respondents confirm on their response cover 
sheer that this is acceptable).  

All comments will be treated as non-confidential unless respondents specify that part or all of 
the response is confidential and should not be disclosed. Please place any confidential parts 
of a response in a separate annex, so that non-confidential parts may be published along 
with the respondent’s identity.   
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Ofcom reserves its power to disclose any information it receives where this is required to 
facilitate the carrying out of its legal requirements. Ofcom will exercise due regard to the 
confidentiality of information supplied. 

Please also note that copyright and all other intellectual property in responses will be 
assumed to be licensed to Ofcom to use, to meet its legal requirements. Ofcom’s approach 
on intellectual property rights is explained further on its website, at 
www.ofcom.org.uk/about_ofcom/gov_accountability/disclaimer. 

 Next steps 

Following the end of the consultation period, Ofcom intends to publish a statement around 
the end of July 2006.  

Please note that you can register to get automatic notifications of when Ofcom documents 
are published, at http://www.ofcom.org.uk/static/subscribe/select_list.htm. 

 Ofcom's consultation processes 

Ofcom is keen to make responding to consultations easy, and has published some 
consultation principles (see Annex 2) which it seeks to follow, including on the length of 
consultations.  

If you have any comments or suggestions on how Ofcom conducts its consultations, please 
call our consultation helpdesk on 020 7981 3003 or e-mail us at consult@ofcom.org.uk. We 
would particularly welcome thoughts on how Ofcom could more effectively seek the views of 
those groups or individuals, such as small businesses or particular types of residential 
consumers, whose views are less likely to be obtained in a formal consultation.  

If you would like to discuss these issues, or Ofcom's consultation processes more generally, 
you can alternatively contact Vicki Nash, who is Ofcom’s consultation champion:  

Vicki Nash 
Ofcom Scotland 
Sutherland House 
149 St Vincent Street 
Glasgow  
G2 5NW 
 
Tel: 0141 229 7401 
Fax: 0141 229 7433 
 
Email: vicki.nash@ofcom.org.uk 
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 Annex 2 

2 Ofcom’s consultation principles 
A2.1 Ofcom has published the following seven principles that it will follow for each public 

written consultation:  

 Before the consultation 

A2.2 Where possible, we will hold informal talks with people and organisations before 
announcing a big consultation to find out whether we are thinking in the right direction. 
If we do not have enough time to do this, we will hold an open meeting to explain our 
proposals shortly after announcing the consultation. 

 During the consultation 

A2.3 We will be clear about who we are consulting, why, on what questions and for how 
long. 

A2.4 We will make the consultation document as short and simple as possible with a 
summary of no more than two pages. We will try to make it as easy as possible to give 
us a written response. If the consultation is complicated, we may provide a shortened 
version for smaller organisations or individuals who would otherwise not be able to 
spare the time to share their views. 

A2.5 We will normally allow ten weeks for responses to consultations on issues of general 
interest. 

A2.6 There will be a person within Ofcom who will be in charge of making sure we follow our 
own guidelines and reach out to the largest number of people and organisations 
interested in the outcome of our decisions. This individual (who we call the 
consultation champion) will also be the main person to contact with views on the way 
we run our consultations. 

A2.7 If we are not able to follow one of these principles, we will explain why. This may be 
because a particular issue is urgent. If we need to reduce the amount of time we have 
set aside for a consultation, we will let those concerned know beforehand that this is a 
‘red flag consultation’ which needs their urgent attention.  

 After the consultation 

A2.8 We will look at each response carefully and with an open mind. We will give reasons 
for our decisions and will give an account of how the views of those concerned helped 
shape those decisions. 
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 Annex 3 

3 Consultation response cover sheet  
A3.1 In the interests of transparency, we will publish all consultation responses in full on our 

website, www.ofcom.org.uk, unless a respondent specifies that all or part of their 
response is confidential. We will also refer to the contents of a response when 
explaining our decision, without disclosing the specific information that you wish to 
remain confidential. 

A3.2 We have produced a cover sheet for responses (see below) and would be very 
grateful if you could send one with your response (this is incorporated into the online 
webform if you respond in this way). This will speed up our processing of responses, 
and help to maintain confidentiality by allowing you to state very clearly what you don’t 
want to be published. We will keep your completed cover sheets confidential.  

A3.3 The quality of consultation can be enhanced by publishing responses before the 
consultation period closes. In particular, this can help those individuals and 
organisations with limited resources or familiarity with the issues to respond in a more 
informed way. Therefore Ofcom would encourage respondents to complete their cover 
sheet in a way that allows Ofcom to publish their responses upon receipt, rather than 
waiting until the consultation period has ended.   

A3.4 We strongly prefer to receive responses in the form of the online webform at 
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/tvappeals/howtorespond/form 

A3.5 Please put any confidential parts of your response in a separate annex to your 
response, so that they are clearly identified. This can include information such as your 
personal background and experience. If you want your name, address, other contact 
details, or job title to remain confidential, please provide them in your cover sheet only 
so that we don’t have to edit your response. 
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 Cover sheet for response to an Ofcom consultation 

BASIC DETAILS  

Consultation title:        Television Appeals for Donations to Make Programmes or Fund 
Services 

To (Ofcom contact):    Julia Snape 

Name of respondent:  

Representing (self or organisation/s):   

Address (if not received by email): 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY  

What do you want Ofcom to keep confidential?   

Nothing                                     Name/contact details/job title              
 

Whole response                                 Organisation 
 

Part of the response                           If there is no separate annex, which parts? 

 

If you want part of your response, your name or your organisation to be confidential, can 
Ofcom still publish a reference to the contents of your response (including, for any 
confidential parts, a general summary that does not disclose the specific information or 
enable you to be identified)? 

 
DECLARATION 

I confirm that the correspondence supplied with this cover sheet is a formal consultation 
response. It can be published in full on Ofcom’s website, unless otherwise specified on this 
cover sheet, and I authorise Ofcom to make use of the information in this response to meet 
its legal requirements. If I have sent my response by email, Ofcom can disregard any 
standard e-mail text about not disclosing email contents and attachments. 

Ofcom seeks to publish responses on receipt. If your response is 
non-confidential (in whole or in part), and you would prefer us to  
publish your response only once the consultation has ended, please tick here. 

 
Name      Signed (if hard copy)  
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 Annex 4 

4 Consultation questions 
Section 3  
Q1. If you are a television broadcaster, would you be interested in broadcasting 
appeals either now or at some stage in the future if the current ban were to be 
lifted? 
If you are a radio broadcaster, do you broadcast appeals now or are you likely to in 
the future? 
 
Section 4 
Q2. Do you agree with the above assessment of the role of  television appeals in 
terms of a source of funding? If not, it would be helpful to have your own 
assessment with as much supporting information as possible. 
Q3.  Do you agree with the above assessment of competition issues? 
 
Section 5 
Q4. What are your views on the possible safeguards to protect viewers and 
maintain editorial independence outlined above? Do you think that some or all of 
these should be applied if the ban is lifted?  Are there other safeguards which you 
would like to see? 

 
Annex 5  
Q5. Taking the above into account, are you in favour of the ban on appeals being 
lifted with certain safeguards or would you prefer that it remained in place? 
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 Annex 5 

5 Impact assessment 
A5.1 The options which Ofcom is considering are either to lift the ban on television appeals 

or to leave the ban in place. The first option also involves the application of certain 
safeguards to protect viewers from the risk of harm. A third option – to lift the ban 
without applying safeguards – has been considered but ruled out on the grounds that 
Ofcom would be failing in its duty to protect viewers from harm. 

A5.2 The benefits of lifting the ban may be summarised as: 

• Providing an opportunity for those television broadcasters which wish to raise funds 
through appeals to do so, and to provide programmes and services to viewers 
which would not otherwise be available. 

• Putting television and radio broadcasters on an equal footing in this area, and 
putting UK television broadcasters on a similar footing to those targeting the UK 
from abroad. 

• Reducing regulation and putting greater responsibility in the hands of broadcasters 
and viewers. 

A5.3 The benefits of leaving the ban in place may be summarised as: 

• Providing viewers with a greater degree of protection from exploitation and other 
harm. 

• Maintaining a system which is easy to regulate. 

A5.4 For broadcasters the decision about which option to adopt will have an economic 
impact.  An attempt to quantify the economic benefit of lifting the ban and 
consequently the cost of leaving it in place is made in section 4.  However, the figures 
should be treated with caution.  They are derived partly from the US experience and 
the situation there is very different from the UK. 

A5.5 For viewers the main impact is in terms of the risk of harm arising from the ban being 
lifted and of whether the safeguards which are proposed would provide adequate 
protection. This type of impact is impossible to quantify but an analysis of the risks and 
possible ways of protecting viewers is given in section 5. 

Question 
5. Taking the above into account, are you in favour of the ban on appeals being 
lifted with certain safeguards or would you prefer that it remained in place? 
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 Annex 6 

6 Examples of broadcast items about which 
Ofcom has received complaints   
A6.1 Complaint about item broadcast on 1 October 2004: Use of religious and emotional 

pressure to demand money, promising specific health and material blessings in return 
e.g. message for people who have experienced financial or other hardships promising 
that if they give a donation they will receive double or more back from God by 
December. 

A6.2 Complaint about item broadcast in April 2004: Channel has been running an appeal, 
the intention of which is to raise £4m. Comments made saying give money and you will 
be healed, don’t go to hospital donate instead and you will be saved, give money and 
god will protect you. This is nothing more than a money spinning scam praying on the 
vulnerabilities of people. 

A6.3 Complaint about item broadcast on 25 April 2004: Preacher saying for £240 you’ll get 
a miracle within 24 hours. This is fraud and should not be allowed. 


